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ABSTRACT. We determine all the minimal positive solutions of the parabolic

equation Lu = 0 in R™ x R_, where L has time independent coefficients or L

has periodic coefficients in x\,...,xn and t.

0. Introduction.  Consider the second order parabolic equation

(0.1) Lu = ut + Pu = 0

in a domain D Ç Rn x R.   We are interested to find an integral representation

theorem for all nonnegative solutions of (0.1) in D.

Widder [10] proved that u is a nonnegative solution of the heat equation

2

(0.2) ut-^—Au = 0   inR"xR+,
Â

iff

(0.3) u(x,t)= [   (2Tra2t)-n/2exV[(2a2t)-1\x-n\2]dp(ri),

where p is a Borel measure on R".

This result was extended by Friedman [3] and Aronson [2] to general second

order parabolic equations.

Using Appell transform one can show that a nonnegative solution u(x, t) of the

heat equation (0.2) in R" x R_ or in R" x R is given by

f ( <r2hl2A
(0.4) u(x, t)=        exp h • x + —^-    dp(7).

In other words, every nonnegative solution of (0.2) in Rn x R_ is a convex combi-

nation of positive exponential solutions.

In this paper we generalize the last result to parabolic equations with periodic

coefficients. The proofs of our results are adaptations of the proofs given by S.

Agmon and by the author for the elliptic case ([1]; see also [4]). We would like to

remark that the results of this paper were first announced in [8].
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1. Preliminaries. We shall consider a second order parabolic operator L acting

on functions u in a domain D Ç R™ x R, n > 2. We shall assume that L is of the

form:
n n

(1.1) Lu = ut — 2_]aij(x,t)didjU + 2_\bl(x,t)diU + c(x,t)u,

i,j—l i = l

d% = d/dxt, x = (xt,... ,xn). We assume that the coefficients of L are real

measurable functions and that
n n n

(1-2) M_1E^2 ^ E <Hf(M)€<6 </*£$
t=i »,j=i *=i

for all (x, t) E D and £ € R", p is a positive constant. We assume further that

n

(1.3) a.ijEC(D)    and    ^ \k(x,t)\ + \c(x,t)\ < p    for all (x,t) E D.
i=\

DEFINITION 1.1. u(x,t) is a (strong) solution of the equation Lu = 0 in D, if

u E W^'n+1(D) and u satisfies Lu = 0 a.e. in D.

Denote

(1.4) Ç = Q(xq, to, R, 9) = {(x, t)ERn x R| \x - zqU < R, t E (t0, tQ + 9R2)}.

From Sobolev's imbedding theorem it follows that if u E W2'1'n+1(Q) then there

exists v, a continuous function on Q s.t. v = u a.e. in Q. Therefore from now on

we shall assume that all solutions of Lu = 0 in D are continuous functions.

REMARK 1.2. The mapping u(x, t) —* ü(x, t) = e~Miu(:r, t) maps a nonnegative

solution of the equation Lu = 0 in D to a nonnegative solution of the equation

Lu = Lü + pü = 0 in D. Notice that the zero order term of L is c(x, t) = c(x, t) +p,

and that 0 < c(x, t) < 2u. Since we are interested in representation theorems for

the set of all nonnegative solutions of Lu = 0 in D, we can assume that c(x, t) is a

nonnegative bounded function in D.

Krylov and Safanov [5] proved the following Harnack inequality.

THEOREM 1.3. Let u be a nonnegative solution of the equation Lu = 0 in

Q = Q(xo,to,R,9), and assume that 9 > 1 and R < 2. Then

(1.5) u(xo,t0 + R2) <Cu(x,t0+9R2)

for every li-zoloo < -R/2, where C = C(9,p,,n). Moreover C varies within bounded

bounds for all 9 > 1 s.t. 0 < e < (9 - 1)_1 < M.

Let X = R" x R_, and let a(t) be a positive continuous function defined on

(—00,0]. We shall consider the following sets,

(1.6) H = H(X) = {uE wt'n+1(X) | Lu = 0},

(1.7) H+ = {u E H | u > 0},

(1.8) Ha=\uEH+\ u(0,t)a(t)dt < l\,

[1.9) Hla = \uEHa\i     u(0,t)a(t)dt = l\
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It follows from Theorem 1.3 and from known a priori estimates [5, 6] that H+

is a closed convex cone in the locally convex linear space H, in the topology of

uniform convergence on compact sets. Moreover Ha is a metrizable cap in H+ (i.e.

Ha is a compact convex set and H+\Ha is convex). It is easy to see that H+ is

well capped.

Recall that H+ is a harmonic space in the sense of Bauer, this implies that Ha

is a simplex.

Let 'ê'(K) be a convex cone (set), we shall denote by exrW(exK) the set of all

extreme rays (points) of W(K).

Since H+ is a proper cone, we have

(1.10) exHa = {0}l){exrH+r]H*}.

2. Minimal solutions for the time independent case. Suppose that L is

a second order parabolic operator on X of the form (1.1), which satisfies (1.2) and

(1.3). Suppose further that the coefficients of L are time independent, that is

(2.1) Lu = ut + P(x,dx)u,

where P is a uniformly elliptic operator on Rn.

We shall denote by 3?p+\(R.n) the set of all positive strong solutions of the

equation (P + \)u = 0 in Rn s.t. u(0) = 1.

The following theorem characterizes exrH+.

THEOREM 2.1.   Let Lu = ut+P(x,dx)u.  Then u E exHa\{0} iff

(2.2) u(x,t) = (Ca(X)ylextux(x),

where ux E ex^p+A(R"), Ca(X) = /"^ eXta(t) dt and A > A* for some A* E R.

REMARK 2.2. The first part of Theorem 2.1 was proved independently also by

A. Koranyi and J. C. Taylor [4].

PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. Let u E exHa\{0}, and let 0 < S < 4. Consider
the function

(2.3) v6(x,t) = C~1u(x,t-6).

Since the coefficients of L are time independent, vg E H+. Moreover, using Har-

nack's inequality in Q(x,t — 26,8ll2,2) we obtain

(2.4) vs(x,t) = C~lu(x,t-6) < u(x,t)    for allí < 0.

Hence the function wg(x, t) = u(x, t) — vg(x, t) is also in H+. From (2.4) we deduce

that

r-0

(2.5) k6= vg(0,t)a(t)dt < 1,
J — oo

therefore vg,wg E Ha. Suppose that 0 < fc¿ < 1. Consequently we have

(2.6) u(x,t) = ks(kg1v6(x,t)) + (1 - ks)({l - ks)-1ws(x,t)).

Since u E exHa it follows from (2.4) or (2.6) that

(2.7) vg(x,t) = C~lu(x,t — 6) = vgu(x,t),

where i/g is a nonnegative constant.
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If vg > 0 then u(x, t) = Cgext<pg(x,t) where <pg(x,t) is a periodic function in t

with period 6. If vg = 0 it follows that u(x, t) =0 for all x E Rn and t < —6. Since

6 > 0 is arbitrary small and u ^ 0 it follows that

(2.8) u(x,t) = (Ca(X)r1eXtux(x),

where ux E J2p+A(R"). By (1.10) u E H\, therefore Ca(X) = S°_ooeMa(t)dt.

Using Harnack's inequality we have A > A* for some A*. It is also easy to check

that ux eex^p+A(Rn).

Suppose now that un E Ha is given by (2.2), i.e.

(2.2) u0(x,t) = (C7a(A0))-1eAottiAo(x),

where uXo E exJ?p+Ao(Rn). We shall show that uq E exHa. Consider the sets

(2.9)
Ea = {0} U{uE H\ | u(x,t) = (Ca(X))-1extux(x),uxE^P+x(Rn), X > A*},

(2.10) EaXo = {u E Ea | u(x,t) = {CaiXo^e^ux^x)}.

It is clear that E^ is a compact set in Ha. We shall show that Ea is also compact

in Ha-

Suppose that {u/t}?!,  C Ea, uk E E?   and uk   —►  u E Ha.  There exists a
k—>oo

subsequence {Afc,},0^ s.t. Afc, —► A E R or A^, —» oo.
I—»oo I—»oo

Notice that if A > 0 then for every t < 0 we have

(2.11) Ca(X)> f   eXTa(r) dr > eXt'2 [   a(r) dr = c(t)eXtl2.
Jt/2 Jt/2

Hence, if Xkl  —► oo, then exp(Afc1r)(Ca(A/Ci))_1  —► 0 for all t < 0.  Therefore
l—>oo I—»oo

u(0, t) = 0 for all t < 0, and by the Harnack inequality u = 0.

If Xk,  —> A, then there exists a subsequence of {uXk(x)}k^t that convergence
l—»oo

to u^ E 3?p A(Rn)- Using the dominated (monotone) convergence theorem we see

that

Ca(Afci) _— Ca(X).
I—»oo

Hence

(2.12) u(x,t) = (CaCx^-'eK-^x) E Ea

and Ea is a compact set.

Recall that Ha is a simplex and exHa Ç Ea, therefore there exists a unique

probability measure p on Ea s.t. p,(exHa) = 1 and

r
(2.13) uo(x,t) = Ca(X0)-1eXotuXo(x)= /    v(x,t)dp(v).

JEa

Substitute x = 0 in (2.13) we obtain

(2.14) (C„(Ao))-Vot = f   (CaMvM-WKd/iiv).
Je„
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Since A < An implies limt__00e(A_Ao)t = oo we find that p(Ua<a0 ^a) = 0- It

is also clear that p({0}) = 0. The left-hand side of (2.14) is well denned also for

i = 0, this implies that

(2.15) (^(Ao))-1 = / (CaMv)))-1 dn(v).
J {v€E°\\>\0}

Since (Ca(X))~1 is an increasing function of A it follows from (2.15) that supp(p)

C £??   and we have

(2.16) uXo(x)= f     vXo(x)dp(vXo),        xERn.
Je10

Since E°o is homeomorphic to a closed set in JZp+Xo(Rn) and

uXo(x) E ex3fP+Xo(Rn)

we conclude that p = 6Uo and uq E exHa.

REMARK 2.3. We can use Theorem 2.1 and the representation theorems in [1]

and [7] to derive representation theorems for nonnegative solutions of the equation

Lu = ut + P(x,d)u = 0 in R™ x i?_ where P has periodic coefficients, or F is a

Schrödinger operator with a principally radially symmetric potential. The periodic

case can also be considered as a special case of the result of the next section.

3. The representation theorem for the periodic case. In this section we

shall consider a second order parabolic operator L of the form (1.1).  We assume

that L satisfies (1.2) and (1.3). Moreover we assume that

(3.1)
ai3EC2+a'i+a'2(X),    blEC1+a^2(X),    cECa'a/2(X),        l<i,j<n,

where 0 < a < 1. Finally we shall assume that the coefficients of L are periodic in

X\,..., xn, and t with period 1.

THEOREM 3.1.   Suppose that L satisfies the above assumptions. Denote

,0

(3.2) Ca(u)= I     u(0,t)a(t)dt.
J —oo

Then u E exiia\{0} iff u is of the form:

(3.3) u(x,t) = (Ca(u))_1 exp(£ • x + Xt)<p{iA)(x,t),

where £ E R", A > A* for some X* E R, and <p(£, A) is a positive periodic function

in Xt,..., xn and t with period 1.

DEFINITION 3.2. u E i/+\{0} is said to be an exponential solution with expo-

nent (f, A) E R" x R, if u is a scalar multiple of a solution of the form (3.3).

REMARK 3.3. Using Hamack's inequality it is easy to see that two exponen-

tial solutions with the same exponent are linearly dependent. We shall denote an

exponential solution with exponent (£, A) and <p(ç,X)(0, —1) = 1 by u^x^(x,t). Let

(3.4) E = {0} U {u E H+ | u is an exponential solution},

T = {(^,X)ERnxR\u{^x)EE}.

The following theorem shows that T is of a paraboloid shape.
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THEOREM 3.4. T is a strictly convex n dimensional analytic manifold in R" x

R. Moreover if Xi < A2 then rAl CC T*2, where

(3.5) TA =conv{Ç€Rn | (e,A)er}.

PROOF OF THEOREMS 3.1 AND 3.4. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1 we show

that if u E exHa\{0}, then

(3.6) u(x, t - 1) = vu(x, t)    for all (x, t) E X,

where u > 0. From the uniqueness of the positive Cauchy problem [2, 3], it follows

that v > 0. Hence

(3.7) u(x,t) =exttj)(x,t)

where A G R and i¡)(x, t) is a nonnegative periodic function in t with period 1.

Let a, i = 1,..., n, denote the unit vector in the direction of x¿ in R". Consider

the functions

(3.8) Ui(x,t) = e~xC~1u(x + ei,t),        i = 1,... ,n.

From (3.7) and Harnack's inequality it follows that

(3.9) Ui(x, t) = C~lu(x + e¿,í — 1) < u(x, t),

hence ut E Ha. Since u E ex Ha it follows that

(3.10) Ui(x,t) = Viu(x,t),        i = l,...,n,

for some v% > 0. Consequently u is an exponential solution. Using Harnack's

inequality it is easy to see that A > A* for some fixed A* E R and that <P(£,a) (x, t) >

0. We can assume that <p^iX)(0, —1) = 1. Using Harnack's inequality once again

we obtain

(3.11) C_1min(l,e_A) < >pUiX)(0,t) < Cmax(l,eA).

It follows from (3.11) that there exists a function ä: R_ —» R+ s.t. E/R+ Ç i/ä.

Let Ea = {0} U E n Hi, and define

(3.12) Ta = {(i,X)ET]u(^x)EEa}.

It is easy to see that Eà is a closed set and that {oo} U T = E¿. Let u E H¿,

from the Krein-Milman theorem it follows that there exists a probability measure

p on T U {oo} s.t.

(3.13) u(x,t) = Cä(u) í (C,a(u(£,A)))-1exp($-i + Aí)¥j(íiA)(i,í)d/i(Í.A).
./ru{oo}

Suppose now that u = U(í0,a0) f°r some (£niAn) E T, then for all (m,r) E

Z" x Z_ we have

(3.14)

exp(^0 ■ m + An • r) = C~a(u(ioM)) / (Cà(u(i,A)))_1 exp(^ • m + Ar)dp(^, A).
Jr\j{oo)

Hence

(3.15) / exp(£ ■ m + Xr)du = 0   for all (m,r) E Z" x Z_,
Jru{oo}
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where

du = (Câ(U(£,A)))-1-ip(Ç,A) - (Ca(tt(e0,Ao)))-1*«o.Ao)(€,A)

is a signed measure.

Notice that sf = span{exp(£ - m + Ar)}(miT)eznxz_ IS an algebra of real con-

tinuous functions on the compact space T U {00} which separates the points of

T U {00} and does not vanish at any point. From the Stone-Weierstrass theorem it

follows that sf = C(T U {00}). Consequently (3.15) and the Riesz representation

theorem imply now that v = 0, hence M(£0,Ao) e exifä for all (£0, A0) E T. The last

argument also gives a proof for the uniqueness of the integral representation (3.13).

We shall show now that T = ex(convT). Suppose that (£, A) E r\ex(convr),

then by the Carathéodory theorem there exist (£¿,A¿) E ex(conv(r)) and U > 0,

0 < i < n + 1 s.t.

n+l n+l

(3.16) (i,A) = ^/t(^,At), 2> = 1.
t=0 i=0

It follows that for all (x, t) E X

(3.17) £-x + Xt<    max   (& • x + Ají).
0<i<n + l

Let v(x,t) = X^"=!o "(CiAoOM)- Using (3.17) and the Harnack inequality we

obtain

(3.18) U(^x)(x,t)<Cv(x,t)    for all (x, t) E X,

where C is a positive constant. Define

w(x,t) = a~1(Cv(x,t) -u(ÇiA)(x,i)),

where

/o (Cv(0,t) -u{îiX)(0,t))a(t)dt.
-00

Let p be the probability measure on T U {00} s.t.

w(x,t)= u(;~x)(x,t)du(£,~X).
./ru{oo}   v

Notice that

(3.19) v(x, t) = aC^wix, t) + C-1u(€iA){a;, t).

(3.19) and the uniqueness of the integral representation imply that

n+l

(3.20) J2 %,Ai) = aC-V + C-HUiX).
i=0

This yields a contradiction which shows that Y = ex(convT). By the same way

one can show that f 6 TAl implies £ ^ exTA2 for all A2 > Ai.

We shall show that T is an n dimensional analytic manifold. For this purpose

let us introduce the following Banach spaces.

(3 21)   3¡ = luE c2+a'l+a/2(X)   U ÍS aPeriodic mnction in xt,...,xn and 1
*■ '    ' I ^   '   t with period 1. J '
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(3 22)       F = if E Ca'a/2(X)   ¡ ÍS a Periodic function mxt,...,x„ and 1

^ \ *   '  t with period 1. J '

It is clear that 2¡ is compactly imbedded in &~. Consider the family of the

operators L(CiA) : 9¡ —• ̂", (f, A) € R" x R,

(3.23) L(ijA) = exp(-£-x-At)Lexp(f  x-l-Af).

Using the definitions of £(£,A) and T we see that the equation

(3.24) £(«.)« = Û

admits a positive solution in Ü2" iff (£, A) S T. It is known (see for example [11, p.

76]) that £(£,A) + si is an invertible operator if s is large enough, and the inverse

operator is positive and compact. Therefore the operator £(£,A) has a positive

eigenfunction with a simple real eigenvalue A(£, A). It is easy to check that

(3.25) r = {(e,A)€R" xR| A(£,A) = 0}.

The set {L(£iA)| (£, A) E R" x R} is an analytic family of operators, hence

A(£,A) = A(£i,. • •, fm A) is an analytic function. Consider the functions A(£) =

A(£,0) and ip(Ç, X) = A(£) + X. Then tp(Ç, X) is also an analytic function and

grad?/> t¿ 0. Moreover

(3.26) r = {(£,A)€R"xR|V(£,A)=0}.

Therefore T is an n dimensional analytic manifold. From the first part of the

proof it follows now that T is the boundary of a strictly convex set in R" x R.

Since we have also shown that £ G TAl implies £ ^ exTA2 for all A2 > Ai, it follows

that TAl CC TA2 for all A, < A2.

In the last proof we have shown

REPRESENTATION THEOREM. Suppose that uE Hi for some positive function

a:   R- —* R+.  Then there exists a unique probability measure on Ta U {oo} s.t.

(3.27) u(x,t)= í (Ca(U(í,A)))-1U(í,A)(x,í)cip(C,A),
Jr„u{oo}

where W(ç,A) is the exponential solution of the equation Lu = 0 in X with exponent

(£,A) 8.i.V(€,A)(0,-l) = l.

REMARK 3.5. One can derive analogue results to the results of this paper for

the nonnegative solutions of Lu = 0 in R" x R. The proofs differ only in minor

details from the proofs for Rn x R_.
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